, 24, 25,
29-32, 34]).
These systems allow relationships to be declared between objects, and provide a mechanism for automatically maintaining those
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UIST '96 Seattle Washington USA @ 1996 ACM O-t39791-798_7/96/l 1 .. $3.50 relationships in the face of changes. For this paper we will be concerned with screen layout, so for example, a display object might be declared to be 5 pixels to the right of the previous object in a layout, or to fill the horizontal space provided by its parent obiect except for a 10 pixel border. These declarations -are equations such as: x = prev.
x + x = parent. Based on these equations, a constraint update or evaluation system would then be responsible for maintaining those relationships.
Updates would be performed whenever the size or position of other objects changed, or for example, whenever the user changed the size of a window. It describes a general technique for ultra-lightweight
layout constraintswhat we will call #constraints -which can use as little as 17 bits per constraint (the implemented system described here uses 18 bits per constraint, and we are currently working on an expanded system using 35 bits).
pconstraints are designed to support layout tasks in a user interface toolkit -that is to control the size and position of interactive objects that appear on the screen, and to automatically update those positions when interface objects or windows change size or position.
Because they are so small, they can be applied even for very large interfaces without fear of space efficiency problems.
(For discussion of another important, but unrelated, space saving technique in user interface toolkits, see [4] .)
In order to maintain their exceedingly small size pconstraints limit the set of relationships that can be expressed between objects and use a slightly less efficient update algorithm than our previous systems [17, 18] .
However, the system provides good real-time response even in interpreted Javabased interfaces, and the class of relationships that can be expressed are designed to cover what our experience leads us to believe are most cases in actual layouts. For layout constraints that cannot be expressed, traditional (
constraints can be easily applied instead (with roughly the same speed as the remaining pconstraints, and space utilization comparable to traditional constraints).
In the next section, a discussion of the constraint update algorithm used here will be provided. Then a discussion of the unique concepts of pconstraints will be provided, followed by a discussion of specifics of constraint encoding in our prototype implementation.
Next extensions to the system will be considered, followed by discussion of early experience with the system.
Finally discussion of some performance simple tests and a conclusion will be provided. Each of these basic forms of layout can be carried out within a simple bottom-up or top-down pass over the interactor tree. Unfortunately, used alone, none of these forms of layout is typically sufficient.
For example, Figure 1 shows a simple interface built with our system which requires several layout strategies simultaneously.
Here we can see that even within a single object, such as the column object organizing the palette on the left, both bottom-up and top-down layouts may be needed. In this case the width of the palette is determined by the size of the buttons within it, while the height expands to fill the space provided by the parent object.
As a result, although some systems use a single topdown or bottom-up strategy (for example [5] These attributes are found by simply traversing the dependency graph forwards frc~m the point(s) of change, marking all reachable attributes. Whenever an attribute value is requested, its out-ofdate mark is examined.
If the attribute is marked, then it may be out of date with respect to its defining equation and an evaluation of its constraint is done.
This evaluation removes the out-of-date mark 1, recursively requests any attribute values needed to compute the constraint, and then executes the function associated with the constraint to obtain a new value.
Attributes which are not directly or indirectly requested remain out-of-date until they are needed (hence this is a lazy update algorithm).
This algorithm, although not optimal (it does not do the early quiescence optimization found in [17]), is fairly efficient, and has the property that it only requires one bit of bookkeeping information for each attribute (for the out-of-date mark). It also shares a property with essentially all other update algorithms:
it must traverse portions of the dependency graph both forwards and backwards. The dependency graph is traversed forwards in the mark out-of-date phase and backwards during the evaluation phase.
As a result, a straightforward implementation of the algorithm would need to keep dependency edge pointers in both directions (in data flow terms both the outgoing and incoming edges). Storage of these dependent y edges is one of the larger uses of bookkeeping space [35] , and elimination of this storage is key to the result presented here. Note that while the set of incoming edges is bounded by the number of values mentioned in the constraint equation, the number of outgoing edges is not bounded.
As a result, more expensive variable sized data structures are typically needed if constraints can be attached and detached dynamically.
pCONSTRAINTS
In order to minimize the space used for constraint bookkeeping, several important observations can be made. First, since they are only used during actual evaluation and do not change unless the constraint changes, incoming dependency edges can be implicitly maintained within the code used for constraint function evaluation and do not need to be explicitly stored2 (this approach is also taken in several other existing systems including [18] ). Second, for layout constraints, the vast majority of constraints reference only the local neighborhood of an object, that is the parent, children, or siblings of an object.
As a result, most outgoing dependency edges go only to attributes in this local In this case, none of the sibling attributes have an implied incoming edge, so the mark out-ofdate operation for them is ignored. However, parent.w depends upon the widths of all of its children so an edge from child [ 1] . w to parent .w is inferred and parent. w is marked out-of-date.
Marking parent. w out-of-date causes additional outof-date marks to be propagated.
Again, out-of-date propagation is attempted for all the neighboring objects.
In this case, the child objects each have a constraint which implies an edge from parent.w to child [i] .x. Consequently each of these attributes is marked out-of-date, while other objects ignore the out-of-date propagation. Figure 3(b) shows the dependency edges that were inferred by this process along with final out-of-date marks (shown with gray shading).
This scheme represents a speed for space tradeoff. We use an indirect encoding scheme which requires polling a small set of local neighbors in order to avoid storage of dependent y edges. This increases run-time by consulting attributes which are not actually dependents during the mark out-of-date phase of the algorithm.
This N+E) where N is the number of attributes and E is the number of dependency edges).
However, it can reduce the savings normally gained by incremental update in some cases (particularly when large numbers of children must be consulted).
Based on our performance tests (below) and experience with our implementation thus far, we believe this tradeoff is a good one.
CONSTRAINT ENCODING DETAILS
Each constraint in this system either comes from a fixed set of 6 functions (listed below), or invokes a "hook" to use a conventional heavyweight constraint.
Further, each constraint is limited to referring to one or two other attributes within its local neighborhood plus in some cases a, fixed attribute of itself.
Within these limitations, each constraint is encoded in four parts as indicated below:
The object depended upon (3 bits) Constraints may refer to one of: self, lparent, previous sibling, next sibling, first child, last child, maximum child, or minimum child.
The attribute within that object (2 bits) Attributes can only refer to other attributes having the same orientation (i.e., x and width may not depend upon y or height).
Each attribute may depend on one component of the selected object. It may depend on the top or left, the bottom or right, the width or height, or the horizontal or vertical center of the object.
The bottom, right, and center components of an object are implicitly computed from the x or y position and the width or height of the object in question.
Choice of a minimum or 31n addition, a 16 bit child index is stored with eaclh object to support faster sibling access. This may not be stored in some toolkits, so an additional 4 bits might be legitimately charged to each constraint. On the other hand, the 2 bits for bookkeeping can often be stored in a word containing "flags" such as those indicating visibility or enable status at no additional space cost. maximum child is done based on the values of the selected attribute compared across all child objects.
If the position of a non-existent sibling is requested the value corresponding to the edge of the parent found in that direction is returned instead. Finally, zero is substituted for the size of a non-existent sibling or when min or max is taken over an empty child list.
A constant parameter (8 bits)
Each constraint function is provided with an 8 bit unsigned parameter value (listed as "parm" in Table  1 ).
A function selector (3 bits)
Each function (except "none" and "external") operates over the value selected by the encoding described above (denoted as "value" in Table 1 ) as well as an 8 bit constant parameter value (denoted as "parm").
The available functions and their meaning are shown in Table 1 . Note that several functions include implicit parameters. These include the width or height of the object being constrained (as denoted by "wh") and the x or y position of the next sibling (as denoted by "next_sibling.x y").
Like many modern toolkits, the subArctic toolkit uses hierarchical coordinates where each object introduces a new coordinate system with its top-left corner at 0,0. To make the best use of hierarchical coordinates, position values are transformed before use in constraint equations (width and height values are coordinate system independent and hence are not transformed).
Each position
value from a parent or sibling is transformed to be in the coordinate system of the parent of the object being constrained (the same coordinate system that the x, y position of that object is expressed in). As a result, the parent.left and parent. top values are always zero. Each position value from a child object is transformed into the coordinate system of the constrained object.
Because of the hierarchical coordinates which place the constrained object's top left at 0,0, this allows the positions of child objects to be safely used to compute the size of the parent object (e.g., the width of a parent can be derived from the right edge of the last child as expressed in the parent's coordinate system).
Finally, note that the "none" and "external" evaluation functions ignore the attribute encoding of the first part of the constraint and do not request a value. The "none" function is used to denote that the attribute in question is not constrained. This is required since the 16 bit constraint encoding is always present. The "external" function represents a "hook" for invoking an externally defined constraint when the p,constraint system is not expressive enough. When this value is coded, the object refers to a global hash table to find a constraint object associated with the interactor and attribute in question. This heavyweight constraint may refer to any values and may use any constraint function the user wishes to code. This allows attributes to be "bridged" across neighborhood boundaries and also provides a convenient interface to allow application objects to be connected to the layout constraints.
Further this can be done at only a slight penalty over what traditional heavyweight constraints would cost anyway.
In addition to the 16 bit constraint encoding, two other bits are stored for each attribute in the subArctic implementation.
One bit is used for the out-of-date mark associated with the attribute. The second bit indicates whether there are any external constraints that depend upon the attribute (i.e., whether there are outgoing edges from this attribute to an external constraint).
Whenever an attribute is marked as out-of-date, this bit is consulted.
If it indicates the existence of external outgoing edges, a global hash table that maintains external edge lists is consulted, and out-of-date marks are propagated to each attribute or external object found there. Note that this bit represents a speed optimization and is not strictly necessary since the hash table could simply be consulted on every mark out-of-date operation.
EXTENSIONS
The initial subArctic implementation of pconstraints was designed to explore the question of just how small constraints could be and still cover nearly all cases needed for layout.
In addition to a larger encoding with more functions (see below), there are also several other possible techniques not currently implemented by the system that could be applied to increase the functionality of j.tconstraints. The only real questions for these other algorithms will regard how small the other bookkeeping used by the algorithm can be made.
PRELIMINARY EXPERIENCE
Although the subArctic toolkit using pconstraints has only been in use for a short time, we do have some preliminary experience with it. At this point we are only able to report anecdotal evidence from a small group of users. However, the system has been used by people outside our University to build editor", and a hierarchical data visualization system which produces tree layouts with pconstraints.
We found in our initial use that the vast majolrity of layout constraints could be expressed within the lightweight system. In fact, no heavyweight constraints were for layout in any applications built outside our own development group. This was partially affected by the fact that heavyweight constraints were not documented as well as p.constraints in the initial release of the system, and at that time, typically required construction of anew subclass for the constraint.
However, it clearly indicates that common layout needs can normally be covered within the system. We did find that the limit of an 8 bit ccmstant parameter was a problem in a few cases. Further, although almost all things we wished to express were in fact covered by our 6 operations, a few more operations would be useful in certain circumstances.
In addition, we found that the learning curve for constraint-based layout was slightly steeper than expected (although this is an issue related to constraints in general, not pconstrainlts in particular).
Finally, although it was useful to validate that so few bits could be employed successfully, it is clear that we could afford a few more bytes per object even for large applications, As a result, we are currently implementing another version of the pconstraint encoding that uses 35 bits per constraint. This system will encode constraints in 32 bits (including a 16 bit constant) and use 3 bookkeeping bits (including an extra bit for cycle detection). In addition, pconstraints will also be applied to the visibility and enable status of each object. This new system will support many more operations, as well as operations with multiple parameter values.
The algorithm and concept of this system, however, will remain the same.
PERFORMANCE
In order to test the runtime performance of our existing pconstraint implementation, a small benchmark was constructed. This benchmark creates a long chain of interactor objects whose x position is each constrained to be 20 pixels to the right of its previous sibling's x position. Although this benchmark is quite limited in scope, similar benchmarks have been used for other systems (see for example [17, 18, 28, 34]), and it does provide some overall assessment of practicality.
(Note that the subArctic implementation of pconstraints has not yet been optimized for runtime performance.)
The code for constructing these objects is shown in Figure 4 . In line 6 of this code we can see the basic interface for creating and attaching constraints to objects, Note that the constraint object created here is only temporary.
The actual constraint is encoded in a 16 bit short integer stored inside the interactor object itself. Constraint objects are used at this level in order to provide a uniform interface for both constraints and conventional heavyweight constraints, both of which can be declared using subclasses of the constraint class and manipulated in the same manner.
For this benchmark, chains of 1000 attributes were constructed.
A set of 100 trials were conducted where each trial consisted of changing the x position of the first interactor object, and then requesting the x position of the last interactor.
To help isolate attribute evaluation from other runtime actions, a special subclass of interactor object was used. This subclass disables a number of features such as screen damage tracking that are normally provided "behind the scenes" by the subArctic toolkit. This allows layout constraints to be used in a wide variety of applications = even for very fine grained layout -without fear of a space explosion.
Although pconstraints limit the set of constraints that can be expressed, they still cover most common layout constraints, and provide a simple and transparent mechanism for falling back on conventional heavyweight constraints in the few cases where they are too restrictive.
In (these proceedings).
